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TECHNOLOGIES OF EVOLUTION

Body Map.
Muscle tension is one of the important factors which affects the state of organs and systems, along
with other factors.
Removing it, we remove a significant part of the load from this system.

These stresses are dealt with in body-oriented therapy.
Idea: a person has muscle tensions - “shells”, and behind them are some kind of emotional tensions, stresses.
These stresses can be corrected. Various methods are used to correct muscle shells, for example, massage,
recognition, body therapy, etc.
The classical theory distinguishes 7 main muscle blocks that are fixed around the organs and they can lead to
disruption of these systems.
The accumulated muscle tension affects the state of organs and systems.
For example, poor eyesight is often associated with muscle tension, poor heart function is also associated with
accumulated stresses.
The presence of muscle tension can be one of the causes of the problems. There may be several reasons. For
example, almost all young children who wear glasses at an early age (back in school) have a lot of accumulated
physical stress around their eyes, spasm.
There are some statistics where it is noticed at what tension the problems are almost guaranteed. This factor is
enough for the problems to start.

In other cases, the factor of muscle tension will be one of the factors that affects the functioning of organs and
systems along with mental factors, etc.

Thus, we are testing muscle tension in organs. And when we remove these tensions, subtle bodies usually
straighten. This happens in half a year or a year. This is a good technology to heal the body in this area. It does
not work very fast, but it is a very important process that affects health.

Cleansing muscle tension, from our point of view, is a wonderful prophylactic. Because there is always an
exact connection - strong muscle tension corresponds to problems in these areas.

This is good as prevention, but is not suitable for the treatment of acute diseases. If your hair suddenly starts to
fall out, then the reason is not muscle tension but other factors: for example, poisonous shampoo, synthetic
pillow. And removing muscle tension will not lead to a sharp recovery. You need to look for the cause of the
disease.
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A. The main parameters
№ Parameter

Number of
tension lines

Total weight /
force / tension

Note

A huge amount of muscles of various types are concentrated on the head.
Most emotions are reflected not only in the body, but on the face.
1

Eye strain

4 tension
lines

6 units

2

Eyelids

1 line

2 units

3

Forehead

1 line

4 units

4

Eyebrows

6 lines

8 units

5

Hair

5 lines

21 units

6

Ears

1 line

5 units

Affects the work of hearing and
teeth, lymphatic system.

7
8
9

Lower jaw
Upper jaw
Circular muscle of the
mouth (region of the
lips)
Cheekbone area
Skew of facial muscles
(grin on one side)

1 line
1 line
1 line

4 units
6 units
6 units

Affects the teeth, oral cavity.

1 line
1 line

8 units
4 units

Angular jaw muscles

2 lines

8 units

10
11

12

It can affect the quality of vision
and the work of the meridian of
the bladder, the meridian of the
gallbladder, the meridian of the
stomach.
Cosmetic moments.
Affects wrinkles on the eyelids,
bald eyelashes.
Affects early forehead wrinkles
(from 5 units: strong effect)
Affects the wrinkles in the corners
of the eyes and the vertical
wrinkles between the eyebrows,
the meridians of the gallbladder
(outer corner of the eyes), the
meridian of the triple heater (outer
edge of the eyebrow).
It can affect hair loss.

Tension warps fine structures and
affects tissues in this area: muscle
skin, bones, teeth.
Affects the asymmetry of the face
on the left side, present in 60% of
people. With large strains of skew
muscles 30-40 units there is a "cleft
lip".
Affects tissues in this area,
including diseases of the corner
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teeth.
Discount. When ordering all 6 parameters associated with the teeth (paragraphs 7-12), a total discount of
50%.

13

Palate

1 line

5 units

Affects the area of the palate, head,
sore throat, colds, etc.

14

Brain

1 line

4 units

15

Occipital region

5 lines

7 units

16

Tongue-larynx

2 lines

6 units

17

Thyroid

1 line

18 units

May set disturbances in general
hormonal regulation. Greatly
affects the general condition of a
person.
May affect blood pressure,
headaches and vascular
microspasm.
Partially affects teeth, tonsillitis,
colds, diction.
It affects the functioning of the
thyroid gland, problems arise
during load of 5 units.

18

Base of the neck

6 lines

9 units

19

Shoulder girdle

1 line

5 units

Responsible for the work of
Vishuddha, partly for the work of
the thyroid gland, for mutual
understanding.
Shoulder muscle area.

20.1 Hands, elbows,
fingers

6 lines

9 units

20.2 Little finger tensions

It includes

It includes

It affects the condition of the
hands (muscles, joints, skin,
subcutaneous fat).
It affects the heart meridian.

20.3 Index finger tensions

It includes

It includes

It affects intestinal meridians.

20.4 Ring finger tensions

It includes

It includes

It affects the meridians.

Note. Hand stresses and hand meridians (paragraphs 18.1, 18.2, 18.3, 18.4) are cleaned together for one price.

21

Sternum - thymus
gland, lungs.

1 line

5 units

22
23

Cardiac muscle
Liver

3 lines
4 lines

6 units
8 units

It affects the functioning of the
lungs and thymus gland, immunity
and colds. Often this is
accompanied by allergies.
Affects the work of the heart.
Affects the liver / annoyance /

24

Gallbladder

2 lines

5 units

Affects the work of the gallbladder
3
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/ anger /
In eastern medicine is associated
with chagrin.
Stresses in this area can stimulate
headaches and pressure drop.

25

Spleen

1 line

6 units

26

Stomach, solar plexus

2 lines

8 units

It affects the work of the stomach.

27
28

Intestines
Appendix

1 line
2 lines

5 units
4 units

Safe level up to 5 units.

29

Prostate zone

3 lines

12 units

30

Kidneys

1 line

4 units

31

Adrenal glands

2 lines

5 units

Safe level up to 6 units // you need
to consider that this is true for
male incarnations.
Affects the functioning of the
kidneys. Usually these are tensions
associated with fear.
Can be caused by some phobias,
fears.

When adjusting the zones of the kidney + adrenal gland, a discount of 25%

32.1 Feet, knees
32.2 The outer side of the
foot

7 lines
It includes

9 units
It includes

32.3 Little fingers of the
feet
32.4 The big toe

It includes

It includes

It includes

It includes

32.5 Unnamed toes

It includes

It includes

Passes the meridian of the bladder,
which affects the condition of the
spine.
The meridian of the bladder - back,
kidney, adrenal gland.

Note. Stresses (paragraphs 29.1, 29.2, 29.3, 29.4, 29.5) are cleaned together, for one price.

33

Spine

5 lines

8 units

34

Genitals, pelvic area

6 line

9 units

35

Incoming vessels and
heart valves
/Promotion.
Now it is part of the
regulation of the

4 lines

8 units

Affects scoliosis and the work of
organs in the area of which there is
tension.

Diseases of the heart valves begin
with a level of muscle tension of 5
units.
Proper nutrition, physical activity, a
healthy lifestyle can somehow
4
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36
37

heart muscles /
Pancreas
The stresses in the
region of the anal
sphincter

3 lines
3 lines

4 units
9 units

compensate for these stresses.
Zone of problems - 6 units.
Stimulates hemorrhoids.
Critical tension from 5 units.

The note. Emotional stress is accompanied by muscle tension. Stresses form stress chains. These
stress chains are grouped by type of emotional reaction. When we write 5 lines of 7 units in the head
zone, this means that there are 5 chains of emotional stress in this zone. Behind each chain there are
ancient powerful stresses.
QUESTION: What does 1 line or 4 tension lines in the Body Map mean?
ANSWER: We group muscle tension into some zones where the reactions of the same type exist. We
group stress chains according to separate principles, groups, which are represented at different points
on the body map.

For example: “Swadhisthana 4 chains” - this is most often associated with sexual muscle tension. The
most difficult is the head area, where a huge number of different muscles and different stresses are
associated with different processes. And emotions there are also somehow reflected.

We just note for ourselves what it will be necessary to work with, how much tasks are worth.
When testing, isolating the number of tension lines is easier to determine the total load. For you, this
may have some kind of reference character. At work, we clear every single line.

We can clearly say one thing - physical stress affects the body.
For example, people who have strong muscle tension in the jaw have crooked teeth, etc.
Correcting these distortions, we do not know how fast the work of organs and systems will be aligned.
But the solution to this question is important for the proper functioning of the body.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Question: In the Body Map, what is the critical value of muscle tension? Please give some gradation
for a possible assessment of the degree of criticality.
ANSWER: For different organs in different ways. For example, for the heart starting from 10 units
there will be obvious problems, and for hair from 20 units. Mild alopecia will be psychologically
critical for someone - but for someone, baldness is normal.
But in general, we can say that if the level of muscle tension
in organs is higher than 5 units, then this will somehow affect
the functioning of these organs. If muscle tension is higher than
5 points and there are problems in this area, it is better to
relieve muscle tension.
Muscle Tension Cleansing:

Characteristics of the main muscle tensions (in the Body Map).
There are some statistics where it is noticed at
what tension the problems are almost
guaranteed. This factor is enough for the
problems to start.
In other cases, the factor of muscle tension will
be one of the factors that affects the functioning
of organs and systems along with mental factors,
etc.
• Forehead and eyelids are significant wrinkles in
women at a relatively young age.
Eyelids - this is 4.5 units, forehead - 5 units.
For example, wrinkles on the forehead of 8 units - at the age of 25 for a girl there were already several
noticeable forehead wrinkles.
• Eyes - 13 units in 18 years - already glasses.
If more, then there is a need for glasses.
If 18 units of tension, then the third grade is already glasses.
• Ears - 6 units - problems arise from an early age.
A person is already starting to talk about problems.
Even at 5 years old they already say that the ears are their weak zones.
• Angular teeth - 8 units - tooth problems arise.
• Lower, upper teeth - 10 units - problems arise.
• Grin - 20 units - cleft lip.
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• Brain - from 9 units - this is an unbalanced hormonal state.
May give some nervousness, sudden changes in conditions, etc.
• Larynx - from 10 units, throat problems, sore throats begin.
• Chest - from 9 units allergic reactions and pulmonary diseases begin. Complex diseases - starting
with 15 stress units.
• Heart - from 15 units, a tendency to heart disease, heart attacks.
• Liver - problems with tensions from 12 units.
• Gall bladder - problems with tensions from 13 units.
• Stomach - problems with tensions from 12 units.
• Spleen - problems with tensions from 9 units.
• Intestine - problems with tensions from 10 units.
• Kidneys - problems with tensions from 14 units.
• Adrenal glands - problems with tensions from 8 units.
• Svadhistana - problems of various types arise with tensions from 11 units.
• Spine - at tensions from 15 units there will be scoliosis of various types.
• Prostate - problems with tensions from 9 units.
Note:
Prostate problems are almost always associated with
1) a parameter of muscle tension and
2) the processing parameter of the prostate gland as a system (sexual energies), When the parameters
of the prostate gland are below 55%, this is a problem.
Prostate function is measured in the Energy Map.

NOTE:
The person says he has problems with this body. We can test the tension level. And if physical stress is
more than 2 units, then the use of this technology for clearing body stress can affect this body and
improve its work. If less, it will not.
The reasons for the difficulties can be several energy damage. Lack of certain substances, improper
lifestyle and other factors. Body-oriented psychology works with muscle tensions that are around the
systems. Removing stresses - we improve the system.
If the tension is not tested, you need to look for other factors.
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VOICE TENSION
B. Tensions that affect the voice apparatus - distort the voice:
1 Tensions that raise
1 line
4 units
the voice up (make it
childish)
Tensions that affect
1 line
2 units
the voice compresses
(constriction in voice)
Tensions that divert
1 line
2 units
the throat inward
(depressed)
Tensions from the
0 line
0 units / up /
Higher planes
1 line
4 units /
blocking the voice
conciseness /

Tensions that change the voice

A choked voice is a pinched
voice.

Depressed voice - a person
speaks to himself (inside)

In voice: the next force, a strong shift.
1 unit - poorly developed
2 units - medium significance
3 units - constriction. Strong shift.

QUESTION: What does “Voice Compression” mean in the Body Map?
ANSWER: Sometimes there are muscle clamps of the vocal apparatus, which affect the clarity of the
voice, the way the voice sounds. It can also affect diction and pronunciation.
For example, some of the singers have Voice Lock values:
• Poplavsky - 2 tension lines, signal strength - 20 units.
It’s hard for him to sing, he can only speak.
• Decl - 3 tension lines, 12-15 units.
• Timati - 3 tension lines, 9 units
• Ivanushka (red) - 3 lines, 7 units
• Semyon Slepakov - 3 lines, 9 units
Tensioned artists in this zone speak more than sing.
Can be cleaned.
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Correction is done quickly, within a week. Correction is carried out remotely. No surgery required.
100% result guaranteed.
If you are unhappy, we will refund your full payment amount.
NOTE: People usually have several clips at the same time.
1. High stressful voice: a person speaks in an inflated, childish voice.
For example, Berezovsky, a billionaire, his voice does not sound very serious, but he is a very serious person.
Berezovsky’s:
- up 4 units
- depression 3 units
- voice compression 2 units
+3 voice blocking from higher Plans.
Zhirinovsky also has a high shrill voice.
He has stresses:
- up 4 units
- depression 1 unit
- voice compression 1 unit
+3 voice blocking from higher Plans.
2. Pushed voice:
A man, as it were, says to himself. It turns out the smack of "muttering."
The Russian Billionaire Mikhail Prokhorov has a voice indent of 3 units, and accordingly his voice is not very full.
This is evident from his interview. It is difficult for him to speak from the rostrum in public.
The voice goes badly forward.
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3. Compressed voice:
This is when something squeezes the voice and a person speaks as though through some kind of barrier.
Example: Ukrainian singer Poplavsky.
He has a voice compress of 4 units.
It's hard for him to sing. He does not sing songs, but speaks.
Singer Glucose has a voice compress of 3.
She also does not sing, but speaks the words.
Each person has all three signals in varying degrees.
At low tensions, this is overcome by training.
If all these parameters are low, then the voice is sonorous beautiful.

Special offer:
- Cleaning specified muscle tension of the vocal apparatus that deforms the voice
(lift up, squeeze, press): 100 ye (75% discount).
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V. Tensions that dampen the voice affect the fullness and strength of the voice.

36

Stresses that affect
voice power

3 lines

8 units

Powerful voice if the tension is less than 3
units,
Average 3-6 units.

NOTE: We started testing the new complex "Voice Saturation".
For professional artists, when they deliver a speech, subtle bodies begin to move forward. Due to
this, the effect of "speech saturation" appears. Usually this movement is blocked by complexes and
muscle tension (both from and from the Higher Plans). You can remove this tension and then the
speech will become more saturated.

NOTE: Usually people who have strong tensions that disrupt the
fullness of their voices engage in performances where a voice is
not required (mimes, actors).
For example,
The leader of the Mask Show group, George Deliev, has a
tension of 8 units.
French Mime Marcel Marceau - has a tension of 10 units.
Strong actors with such tensions compensate for the lack of
voice with facial expressions.
Typically, artists and politicians, this figure is close to zero. With
the presence of such stresses, it is difficult to speak to the
public.
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G. Cosmetology services. Slim legs:
37

Slim legs
Stresses that lead to
curvature of the legs
and distortion of the
gait

Inward

1 line - 6 units

Inverted hips
outward

2 lines - 8 units

Curvature of the gait begins to
appear:
Total tension (inward +
outward):
- Low - up to 9 units
- Average - up to 12 units
- High - 12+ units

Leg distortion becomes noticeable when one of the parameters reaches 6 units.
Special offer:
Cleaning these muscle tensions, which lead to curvature and distortion of the gait (in and out) is corrected as
one parameter.

D. Stresses that affect the coordination of movements:
38 Stresses that affect the 5 lines
8 units
coordination of
movements:
There are people who specialize in coordination of movements magicians, surgeons, watchmakers, musicians, gymnasts, etc. all for which accuracy, dexterity and correct movement are important.
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E. Chakras through which individual muscle tension is formed:
Muladhara
1 line
3 units
Svadhisthana:
1 line
5 units
Manipura
2 lines
4 units

Anahata
Vishuddha
Vishuddha area,
base of the neck

1 line
1 line

2 units
4 units

Sahasrara

1 line

3 units

These stresses distort and inhibit
Manipura work.
10 units of tension can inhibit 25
percent Manipura activity.
Emotional sensuality
May affect diction and voice
quality, thyroid

Special offer:
Cleaning muscle tension in the Chakra Channel / for all chakras /: (60% discount).

Note: Muscular tension of Manipura and Animal of Strength.
The muscle tension that is located on the chakra of Manipura can significantly reduce the activity of
the animal of strength channel.
For example, with a tension of 7 units, the activity of the Animal of Strength Channel can be reduced
by 30%. Residual muscle tension (thought forms) located in the areas of the chakras can reduce the
performance of the chakras in the following way: 2 units of tension reduce the chakra activity by 10%.
Muscle tensions on chakras are tested in the Body Map.
QUESTION: Does cleansing tensions on chakras affect tension on organs?
A: Residual muscle tension in the chakras is a subtle structure that creates a twisting effect in the
frequency of 1-2-3 of the body of Vishuddha. Disturb the work of this zone. Affect not directly, but
indirectly. This is one of the very serious factors.
We remove muscle tension, the remains of signals that disrupt the work in these areas. We try to
remove 90% of the signals.
These tensions twist the thin bodies.
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When we remove the stress - this stabilizes the zone and improves performance.

Note.
Very powerful tensions accumulate in the Swadhistana channel, therefore, when cleaning the
muscular tensions of the Swadhistana chakra, a lot of heavy energies and energy debris are released.
Therefore, when there is work on cleaning muscle tension during the week 2 times a day for 20-30
seconds, it is advisable to do meditation on magma. Imagine that you are standing on red magma and
heavy energies go into magma - so that heavy energies go out of the body.
These states themselves will pass after some time, but in order not to have heavy feelings, it is
advisable to do this practice yourself.
The same exercise is recommended for cleaning any complexes. Also Mandala "Activating the lower
connection" will be useful for this task.

Review: Cleansing muscle tension on the chakras / Anton
Thank you, I feel easier. During the day there was a feeling as if I had drunk a bit, tuned in to Magma
and slightly let out.
Now the condition is normal. The general inner mood has changed a bit, more calm and as if I were
slightly aligned on some musical tuning fork. I think this will add evenness to relationships with
people and there will be less worry. Thank you, we will watch.
Review: Cleansing muscle tension on the chakras / Elena
In physics, pleasant changes have occurred and I have become tougher, my voice has even changed,
people say it’s rude)) but they don’t even try to joke in society.
Son also became very bossy! In society it became easier for him.
The husband has a change in behavior, rigidity. More masculine features appeared.
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G. General body tensions that involve several muscle groups at once (zoned)
Often in humanity are present in the abdominal cavity, in the throat (neck, lungs), etc.

39

Coccyx
Underbelly
Nape top
Back

-

-

D. Residual energy muscle tension (outside the body):
Residual physical stress.
Near the body, a residue is created from the stress lines, which distorts the energy fields.

№

Parameter

40

Base of the neck
Right shoulder blade
Coccyx

The number
of tension
lines
- line
- line
1 line

Total weight /
force / stress

Note

- unit
- un
8 units

E. The projection of muscle tension on individual higher bodies:
№ Parameter
The number
Total weight / Note
of tension
force / stress
lines
41 Higher body
8 lines
15 units

F. Tensions that affect the operation of the Systems:
42 The plane of thought:
43
44

45
46
47
48
49

- line

-U

Affecting the operation
of the memory system
It interferes with the
operation of the
Assemblage Point,
information processing

- line

-u

1 line

4 units

mental health
emotional sphere
Muscle tension in the
skin
Tien Tien
Voltage, preventing the
brain hemispheres

- line
- line
3 lines

-U
-U
5 units

1 line
- line

4 units
-U

Effect on mental state
Stimulate psoriasis and neurodermitis.
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50
51
52
53
54

Blocks the flow of the
Higher Self
Voltage stimulating
epilepsy
Voltage blocking
hormonal adjustment
Interfering with Yachnik
navel area

- line

-U

- line

-U

1 line

5 units

- line
line 4

0 units
8 units

Affects almost all organs of the
abdominal cavity, affects the
synchronization of the body bias
voltage.

Z. High-voltage broadband,
affecting the work of many subtle bodies:
55 heart zone
- line

-U

TO. Stressful muscle tension that cause blocking incoming streams
56 Stressful muscle
5 line
7 units
tension, which block
the upward flow
56 Stressful muscle tension 4 lines
5 units
that block downdraft
Review: After clearing voltage blocking upwardly flow a sense going from the heat of the earth, as if you are
standing on the transparent sfere.Raschistka downflow caused sensation.
Clearing the downdraft caused a feeling that at you a clear blue sky. Very pleasant.

adjust Price:
1 muscular tensions cleaning cycle - 200 USD. It removes 90% of the stress.
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THE NOTE:
 35-40% of the problems with the bodies falls on
residual muscle tension.
 30-40% may be associated with mental trauma in
this area.
 And another 25-30% - other factors.
If there is a problem with the body, we recommend the
following procedure.
1) 1 muscular tensions cleaning cycle in the problem
area (200 USD)
2) Mental injury to make cleaning in this area (200 USD)
STOCK! If you order at the same time clean the muscular tensions and cleaning of the mental body, the
mental body to restore, we can make a discount -40%.

STOCK:
 It is possible to make the overall level of cleaning muscular stress (all settings) .If order once full level 50%.


You can make a half full level cleaning (half of parameters to choose from) If you order just half of the
total level - 35% discount. Discounts are not cumulative.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is the effect of voltage?
QUESTION: How do the residual voltage energy to the work of organs and systems
(Listed in the map of the body)?
ANSWER: When a person is nervous - he tightens. Usually this is accompanied by muscle tension of
different muscle groups.
Any emotion, conflict, any stress in my life accompanied by muscle tension. Is a nerve signal from the
brain to the muscles - the muscles appear nervous tension, which stimulate muscle
napryazheniya.Plyus is entangled energies of chakr.T.e. We are dealing with the fact that the quarrel
took place, and muscle tension may remain. It took 100 years, people died, but these structures can
not decay. They remain as energy education, and have a spiral structure. And in each life form a chain
of the same type of stress.

Since these chains represent a helical torsion energy yarns strongly tensed, each having the same type
of reaction life - produced powerful energy formations that can twist slim body. They form a thin
rotational energy load on anahatas body Vishuddhi, Adjna - respectively is disbalansirovka energy and
suffers organ.T.e. One of the important parameters (apart from the mental trauma, which are Vytok) these energy stresses that do not destroy, but it distorts the work of the bodies and sistem.Eti effects
were just statistically detected.

20 people were taken from the visually impaired at school, and we have tried to identify what are the
main factors of the same type for all these people. It turned out that the residual physical stress. And
just as with other sistemami.VOPROS: We are talking primarily about the muscle tension in the eyes,
or the residual voltages of energy around the face? A: All the parameters that are tested in the map of
the body - are associated with the residual energy of muscular tension. And they all have an impact
on the body. Voltage power option determines how much energy is unbalanced in this
oblasti.VOPROS: Ie if for the body muscle tension 8 units and zonal voltage 15 units, it is best to start
with zonal stress response:.? Both indicates a heavy load on the body. Those. it is desirable to start
with those loads that are maximal. Even if the problem is on the physical plane has not yet
manifested, it is better to prevent it. First and foremost it is worth paying attention to the muscle
tension in the vicinity of important organov.No if the problem is already there, and for a long time,
you need to consider that we only run a reverse process, which will be for several years to move in
the opposite direction. In Tibetan medicine it is believed that much disease there is a need to count
on the same period of convalescence.
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Note - where the same large voltage to the problems you have yourself know.
We advise to work - not with those areas that we wrote, and those who are concerned.

The amount of muscle tension lines - the number of lines of stress which causes tension in the area.
Stress can begin to take shape due to stress, and further includes other factors muscle at the level of
body consciousness. This is the result of the consciousness of the body. Just cleaning complexes in this
case may not be sufficient.

Formed as nervous tension in the muscles, affects the condition of hand curls thin body at this level. It
affects the health and status of these areas where there is unbalance.
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QUESTION: On the map of muscular stress: I have given a small level of eye strain,
but there are problems with vision. At the same time, my friend said high voltage on
the eyes but the vision norm. How so?
ANSWER: The stresses in the body do not necessarily indicate problems in the organs. They are only
one factor affecting the performance organizma.Mogut systems have difficulty in systems without
muscular tension.

On the other hand, the body can keep the load on the system and the voltage will not occur even
when the muscle napryazheniya.Kak high level at the physical level indicated in the map, we
recommend to clean only the muscle blocks, stresses that are relevant to you. If they are not relevant,
is not required to clean. The man says I have a problem with this organom.My can test the level of
physical exertion if napryazheniya.I 3 units or more, the use of technologies of clearing of bodily stress
can affect the body and improve its performance. If less - will not be affected. Because of the
complexity in the systems can be multiple: energy damage, lack of any substance, emotional and
muscle tension, unhealthy lifestyle and other faktory.Telesno-oriented psychology works with muscle
tension, that around systems. Removing the voltage, we work to improve the system. If the voltage is
not tested to look for other factors.
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QUESTION: Is the reason the clip is removed when cleaning the muscle stress? Or
without elaboration anger / fear / constraint specialist gradually coming back? Can I
clean the voltage to zero?
ANSWER: Muscle tension is most often formed because of the stress that had been in the past. For
many people, there are muscle tension in the heart and genitals, associated with different tightness.
Stressful emotions in the past are recorded in the level of the body and set it features raboty.Pri
cleaning muscle tension, we primarily work with those stressful emotions, stress, which led to the
formation of the current tensions.

Given in Body Map, "the number of stress lines" represent the number of groups stresses which led to
the formation of the body voltage. Moreover, each line may include several stresses, which were
repeated on the embodiment to embodiment sometimes amplifying. These voltage line we we clean,
which leads to a weakening of muscle strain and is in fact his prichinoy.V the same time, it should be
noted that such stress during the period of human evolution can count thousands. During one
physical stress clearing cycle we remove the power voltage of up to 90%. When the signal reaches the
level of less than 3.2 units, often it becomes irrelevant for humans. If desired, and continue cleaning,
but may still remain some micro-signals both at cleaning complexes, and when cleaning bodily
stresses
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QUESTION: I am a girl, and you write that I have
muscle tension in the prostate.
ANSWER: In this life, you're a girl, and in the past
have an alternation of sex. Accordingly, there is no
problem, but the following may occur in this life.
Problems with the prostate gland is at 60% of men
older than 50 years. Accordingly, if it is possible, it
makes sense to adjust the settings to the ideal: to
remove muscle tension and increase system
availability. Bring it to a good level.

QUESTION: How many terminals centuries?
Voltage formed thousands or even millions of years? How many of this appeared in this life? How
good is it to clean itself? In the afterlife?

ANSWER: The standard systems and terminals are formed in the first period of years of the
occurrence of the Monad -First half a million years. Those. usually this chain more than a million
years.
These are the options that are very stable, it is difficult to leave. If any voltage has stood for millions of
years, just enough meditation, after death, for whatever reasons, these voltages are not removed. It
requires special cleaning.

QUESTION: Muscle tension - ie it is in fact the work of the causes? For the future - to continue not
to accumulate?
ANSWER: These chains are usually formed at the beginning of the evolutionary path, when the soul is
only beginning to develop. If these chains away, in most cases, they are no longer there.
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EXAMPLES cleansing. depth questions
Scoliosis
QUESTION: Muscle tension in the spine scoliosis affect whether and job agencies in the area where
there is tension?
ANSWER: Of course, influenced. Residual
muscle tension very much affect the work of the
body. They are very thin body twist. Another
thing is that this may not be enough. But in
those cases, the last time we worked with a
muscle strain on the spine - were visual changes
for the better. Man has become smoother walk.

COMMENT: Cleaning spine / Irina muscular tensions
After I removed the spinal muscular stress a slouch I stopped and noticed that it has become
smoother walk. It became apparent after about six months, taking into account the fact that I exercise
regularly.

NOTE: There is extraterrestrial egregors that cause back
pain.
Some of the problems associated with muscle strain
(body map) and inclusion destruktuivnye egregors.
Egregors diagnosed in Map habits.
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Intestines
QUESTION: According to the intestine is a very good
result. He earned. The question is, how long will the
result?
ANSWER: We can guarantee that the residual muscle
tension and mental trauma that we removed, will not
come back.

Question: What is stress leads to tension in the gut? I would not like to receive them again.

ANSWER: There are a number of emotions that cause muscle tension: - Stomach - strah- Gallbladder zlost- stresses in the heart - grief and stradaniePo intestine - it is difficult that a clearly identified, may
be a mixture of different emotsiy.Vo while cleaning muscular tensions we discharges that have
accumulated over 3 million years of evolution. Fluctuations in any direction can be, but the line about
which the oscillations are reduced. In one cleaning cycle muscle stress is removed 90% of the stress
on the body of interest. Such an amount of stress is difficult to make in a single life.
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Correction of flatfoot.
Flat negatively affects the overall tone, posture, fatigue, etc. And the army did not take) correcting the
mental trauma of the foot can be improved tone and fix ploskostopie.Suschestvuet 3 degrees
ploskostopiy.Normalnaya -. Zero. And another 3 degrees slozhnosti.Odin cycle technology "Correction
of flatfoot" reduces by one level degree ploskostopiya.V average is significantly one year after the
implementation of this protsedury.Eto loaded region, respectively menyaetsya.Otzyvy slowly began to
give us a year after the operation. Service price: 100 $ / tsikl.OTZYV: Correction of flatfoot / Daria
About a year ago ordered a correction of flat feet, feet are often tired, especially after the heels, and
the school, said that the army with these legs
will not take me. I ordered and forgotten. The
other day I saw a wet trail on the floor and
noted with surprise how it has changed. It
became a classic healthy shape with a large
notch. I remembered his order ... And I can say
that his feet are no longer tired. Very happy.
Thank you for your work.
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REVIEWS
From the reviews:
- I do not believe in all this magic and all these things And why you are applying for the fourth time and
order from us services - Because it works. But I still do
not believe, I want you to know!

Review: Shoe muscle stress (head-neck-language) / Serge
Voice became rougher and straighter, which was formerly the intermittent and now leveled)
great!))
COMMENT: Cleaning voltage in the sacrum / Polina
I have determined the intensity of physical blocks in the pelvic region 6 units. After removal of the
stress, I immediately felt a rush of heat in the sacrum and pleasant state lasted for several days.
COMMENT: Cleaning eye strain
In recent months began to notice that I was falling eyesight. Protestirovala- voltage 4 units. Once
worked with this voltage on the next day the problem with vision, I forgot. Began to see brighter and
clearer, I forgot that this problem I even attended. The difference is felt well before the procedure and
after.
COMMENT: Cleaning spine stress
I have a strong skaleoz thoracic, although since my childhood I went in for sports. In order to keep
yourself in shape all have to make big load.Their I tested the high voltage in the thoracic spine, 9 units.
Once corrected within six months has begun to level off this tension, and I began to go much smoother.
/ All reviews real, according to the program participants.
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COMMENT TO CLEAN THE BODY OF EMOTSIOALNO-MUSCLE TENSION
Once, out of curiosity, I ordered a body map where noted tense areas of the body. Ironically, it is in
these areas and I felt discomfort and other unpleasant sensations. The most problematic area was the
spine, especially in the waist: already 20 tension units, of which 15 units. immediately brought one
situation in childhood. As I then remembered it was caused by a fall down the back (legs raised up)
with a horizontal bar, broke from a doorway, plus emotional trauma. whether the complaints were on
low back pain? No, I did not complain, but often felt in her high tension in the etheric level. It seems to
be moving the pelvis, the muscles all right, but I still felt a certain rigidity, stiffness (including
emotional), and with the sacral chakra (Svadhisthana) was something not right. In that field values for
which it was responsible, I was not particularly happy. In short, a solid "inferiority complex" at this
level. And then I decided to go to the center «EzoHata» and order yourself a favor by cleaning the body
from the emotionally-muscle stress, choosing as the "target" the spine, especially the lower back.
Here are ordered first cycle and wait, when they say that is about to start work. It has been like a few
days, I noticed unusual sensations in the sacral area, well, a solid "tickle". In addition, the spine quickly
ran impulses, they almost reminded me to "stir" the Kundalini. It began activation svadhisthana chakra.
I think someone is needed to start me on some kind of intimate relationship there. Whatever it was, it
was all great and very nice. This was repeated the next day on the third. Well, since I was not informed
when they started to work with me, I'll find out myself. Answer me, work has already started and is still
ongoing. Well, I said to myself, wow wow. Now every day can feel like at full capacity "shuruet" my
SWADHISTAN. Sometimes even begins to distract my mind from work (of course I did not mind).
Understand, long time so it did not work, and that's making up for lost time, I tell myself. Significantly
subsided emotional shyness (no, it does not mean that I began to stick it to one or the other ... just
started to feel more free), the muscles become, figuratively speaking, a "cotton" in the pelvis there was
a certain lightness and mobility, these same qualities were reflected on my thoughts, emotions and
behavior. Yes, in a single cycle (it lasted almost a week) was removed half of what they have
accumulated over many years, and the results have made themselves felt from the first moment of the
work with me. What do I mean? Your technology really work, and, besides, strongly. This is surprising
and at the same time effectively. A huge thank you for your work! I began to stick it to one or the other
... just started to feel more free), the muscles become, figuratively speaking, a "cotton" in the pelvis
there was a certain lightness and mobility, these same qualities were reflected on my thoughts,
emotions and behavior. Yes, in a single cycle (it lasted almost a week) was removed half of what they
have accumulated over many years, and the results have made themselves felt from the first moment
of the work with me. What do I mean? Your technology really work, and, besides, strongly. This is
surprising and at the same time effectively. A huge thank you for your work! I began to stick it to one or
the other ... just started to feel more free), the muscles become, figuratively speaking, a "cotton" in the
pelvis there was a certain lightness and mobility, these same qualities were reflected on my thoughts,
emotions and behavior. Yes, in a single cycle (it lasted almost a week) was removed half of what they
have accumulated over many years, and the results have made themselves felt from the first moment
of the work with me. What do I mean? Your technology really work, and, besides, strongly. This is
surprising and at the same time effectively. A huge thank you for your work! in one cycle (it lasted
almost a week) was removed half of what they have accumulated over many years, and the results
have made themselves felt from the first moment of the work with me. What do I mean? Your
technology really work, and, besides, strongly. This is surprising and at the same time effectively. A
huge thank you for your work! in one cycle (it lasted almost a week) was removed half of what they
have accumulated over many years, and the results have made themselves felt from the first moment
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of the work with me. What do I mean? Your technology really work, and, besides, strongly. This is
surprising and at the same time effectively. A huge thank you for your work!
Jaroslav A.
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COMMENT: Cleaning muscle tension lines / Sergey
Appealed to the Center to periodic severe toothache in the upper jaw teeth hurt ... for no reason, go to
the dentist, he said that the teeth are healthy ... In the center make a diagnosis and found that the
teeth were voltage 9 units after it was removed pain disappeared))
COMMENT: Cleaning muscle tension / Igor /
I ordered cleaning stress on the eyes and genitals. On the eyes at some time I felt that I have been clear
perception of the world brightened. But the vision has not changed much. Maybe because in the eyes
of the Body in the map I had only 3 voltage unit. Genitals in the map I was 9 units, and some diseases
are sometimes delayed. After a clean health status in this area has improved twice! Thank!)

Review: Shoe muscle stress / Marina
Good day. Bowel cleansing feel stress very well. Details of the report will not), but the improvement is
clearly noticeable. Straight, even the man himself pochuvstvovala.Po eyes until changes can not see.
Now wear lenses, I would very much like to get rid of them. I hope I can soon.

Review: Shoe muscle stress.
Ordered remove 2 cycles with heart muscle stress was 15 units. Before that it was: a constant
discomfort in the heart, it is enhanced by stress and emotions, it had an arrhythmia. Once changes are
felt but after four months, I would say that I maintain easier exercise, discomfort ceased to feel heart
palpitations and feel only at very strong emotions. Thank you from me. Recommend .

Review: Shoe muscle stress / Jaroslav
Hello) I present a review of the first cycle of the cleaning emotional and muscle tension "Shoulder belt
vishudhas zone (above the collarbone)" .. Before cleaning often tormented me feeling at the base of
the neck, similar to the "lump in the throat", and sometimes "loop gastric juice "(juice from worry
when released into the stomach and causes a burning sensation), but in the" thyroid gland ". After
cleaning a few days, I watched him. These symptoms since the cleaning will no longer appear. thank
/Yaroslav
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Review: Shoe muscle stress
I stress to the heart muscle (10 units) were listed in the Map of the Body. After your diagnosis turned
out to be checked up really have a problem :) previously had no problems with the heart :)
Review: 2nd cleaning cycle emotional muscle tension "spine" / Jaroslav
Before cleaning was one issue that drew attention, alas, only after cleaning. Every time he went to bed,
I was unable to immediately relax and often had to toss and turn in bed to take a convenient and
comfortable position, and thus to fall asleep quickly. And all this is due to the fact that one might feel
that supposedly my back, or rather the waist, was the site of some "tough". When I ordered 2nd
cleaning cycle the remaining 10 voltage units, from the first day as it finished, before going to sleep, my
body easily and completely relaxed, and since then no longer complain about the rigidity of my loins,
daily enjoying the "relaxed "sleep . thank

.

Review: Shoe muscle stress chakra / Anton
Thanks, I feel better. During the day, there was a feeling like a little drunk, was tuned to Magma and
slightly affliction. Now steady state. Total internal attitude has changed a bit more peace of mind, and
like me on some music tuning fork lightly trimmed. I think it adds to the smoothness of relationships
with people and become less experience. Thank you, we watch.

Review: Controlled Stress - psoriasis / Victor:
I had psoriasis. Large spots on the abdomen, feet, elbows, hands and head. It began after the strong
emotions at the university. It lasted for about 30 years interfere with communication with people,
especially with women. Greatly ashamed. The map habits 3 discovered initiation stimulating psoriasis.
Removed. Spots decreased by 60%, but after the stress again obbrasalo. Thereafter removed residual
muscle tension in Body Map which caused psoriasis. Thereafter psoriasis was 95% !!! It remains only a
couple of small spots the size of a penny with!
Review: voltage adjustment -varikoz / Victoria:
Since you made me a dedication which contributes to varicose veins it has been a few weeks. What can
I say, it was easier to walk, his legs ache less. Earlier in the evening we had tired legs, even if the whole
day sitting at a desk, is now less tired. Further more it will be better, I hope so.
Review: Controlled Stress - Bath / Zoe:
He asked himself and his daughter to put the dedication of love to bath. The daughter used to be in the
bath does not tighten so I myself did not like. Now regularly go 2 times a week.
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Review: Controlled Stress - Skin / Sergey:
Order adjustment initiation inflammation of the skin - and a couple of weeks noticed that I started to
get pleasure from the skin! She became like a velvety, silky, I'm starting to get the whole body pleasure
- from the fact that it just is !!! Previously, this I did not have!
COMMENT: Adjust the voltage - cold / Vladimir:
I ordered the adjustment of the initiation of cold and felt like a lung and bronchus took pressure. I used
all the time wore a handkerchief, as the winter and summer shmorgal nose. Now it is markedly
decreased. A little left, but greatly reduced.
Review: Controlled Stress - sleep / Hope:
After adjusting the dedication that makes sleep more, I noticed, I noticed that I get enough sleep in a
fairly short period of time. Sleep has become stronger.
Review: Controlled Stress - Skin / Alina:
I was drying the skin, when I perezzhali of wet and dry climate in the cold when the rise. Once removed
the dedication, which causes dryness of the skin, the skin dries. Now frost of 13 degrees, I do not use
daily creams and skin in poryadke.Kogda fell slightly immunity noticed in the offseason, plus a lowered
humidity notice redness around the mouth. After removal of initiation which cause redness around the
mouth in general has forgotten about this problem. Not yet resumed.

Review: Controlled Stress - constipation / Zynaida:
From time to time there were constipation that cause trouble. I asked adjust initiation which causes
constipation. Now all it returned to normal in the best case.

COMMENT: Voltage regulation - smell / Paul:
The child had a problem - bad breath. We asked to remove the dedication, which extinguishes the
stomach and produces the odor. And two weeks later the smell was gone !! And there is no more!
Thank!
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HAIR ISSUES. Shoe muscle stress.
QUESTION: What are the results of relieve
muscle tension in the area of hair growth?
Someone has already ordered? If you
remove, it can at least partially restore the
hair growth?
A: After cleaning hair strengthening muscle
stress. Clearly. This will stop hair loss is likely.
But new does not grow. Or if you are growing,
it is not suschestvenno.Po our observations,
severe muscle tension in the region is
accompanied by bald hair. Almost always. And where there is no stress bald net.I just on sight. If there
is muscle tension, visually impaired, people in school, more likely to be wearing glasses. If you remove
the muscle tension in the eyes, vision is gradually beginning to recover.

To remove the main signals, we recommend to do 2 muscle tension of the cleaning cycle.

Gray hair and muscle tension
QUESTION: Tell me, if the gray hairs appear on the head. Besides age signals from the past
something else influences?
ANSWER: First, the muscle tension is one of the main factors that affect the disbalansirovku
corresponding organs and systems. When it comes to hair, it is possible to remove the muscle tension
in the hair area. This will remove some of the stresses in this sfere.Vo Second, modern medicine
directly connects graying with stress. The residual signals from the stresses, they can be removed. This
will affect the overall psychological state (some of the stress go away) and slow down the process
posedeniya.V Third, there Mandala "Strength Hair". It is a tonic for the hair. A lot of good reviews.
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questions baldness
Strong emotions are accompanied by muscle tension. Residual muscle
tension - it's a thought-form leading to some muscle groups and
energized emotions. From one life to repeat the same type of stress
which form the powerful balls and chains, which affect the subtle
bodies on the work of organs and systems, making the work of some
systems unstable and iskazhennymi.Primery residual muscle
napryazheniy.Bryus Willis. Muscle voltage level hair: 4 line, 25 units
._____ Diagnostics muscle stress provides a map of the
Body:http://ezohata.com/catalog/details/176

COMMENTS
At the request of our readers, we note that is seen is a clear link between early bald head (like Bruce
Willis) and large muscle tension at volos.No should note that if you remove the tension on the hair,
baldness recovery is not observed. Cleaning hair muscle stress prevents further stress.

Members after cleaning after some time, there has been some strengthening of volos.Na condition of
hair can affect the mental trauma, adjustment of vitamins, trace elements and others. Factors.
Universal means to strengthen the hair, we have not yet invented. Good reviews still have hair on the
strength of the mandala.
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Complex work with Hair
QUESTION: Hello. Hair was falling out and for a long time. The map Body voltage was 11 units. A
month has passed since the cleaning of hair muscle strains - no changes noted. Can a case be not
only in voltages?
ANSWER: Normally, severe muscle tension - causing baldness. All bald people have muscle
napryazheniya.V this matter on that can draw attention to: 1) Remove the muscle napryazheniya2)
Just remove the mental trauma in this area. This often vstrechaetsya.3) Use Mandala Strong
volosy.Kogda we remove muscle tension - Usually it stops hair loss process volos.- situation stops at
the same urovne.No in this matter may still be present a number of other faktorov.Chasto cause of
hair problems are more mental trauma in the field of various roda.Seychas we have learned to
monitor the status of the work is still 2 systems: the hair and kozha.Znacheniya to these parameters
are given in the energy map Lichnosti.Naprimer, values higher than 60% - a crepe s strong hair, grow
quickly, a little drop

COMMENT: Olga: Cleaning hair muscle stress and the mental hair restoration.
Hair length budge. I always grew her hair slowly, especially reaching a certain length. After cleaning
and recovery stresses mentalum length moved. Even at work began to notice everything that had
grown hair. I will continue to watch over the condition of hair. Very interesting result after six months.
Thank you! After all, the beauty of the hair, it is an indicator of health!
COMMENT: Olga: Cleaning hair muscle stress and the mental hair restoration.
/ in a month /
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Good day! How did I miss favorite EzoHate :)
I continue to receive compliments and surprised delight of friends on that as I have grown hair :)))
they really so much standing still.
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Muscle tension of the Higher Planes
QUESTION: I have one more question regards the stress coming from the higher planes. I'm curious
to know the reason of their appearance and what they represent? How does appear to accumulate?
About residual muscle tension all quite available painted, but about them nothing.
ANSWER: There are muscle tension coming from the Higher Planes. There is a hierarchical system. We
are engaged in various egregors with their deities. They may have their muscular tensions, which even
affect those beings who are under nimi.V map of the body, we test only the strongest global stress
that can affect. Stress can be a hundred. But strong stress is usually just one.

THE NOTE:
Any muscle tension - it's own tension that
accompany emotional stress. And after his death,
they may constitute a system of thought-forms,
which affect one or more subtle bodies. Emotional
stress - they are the same type and make karmic
chain. Accordingly, we obtain a chain of our own
destructive thought forms that weaken the body in
different places.
Similarly, any voltage coming from the Higher
Planes can affect our world and of a man who is in the area of these stresses.
Thus, we are testing the muscle tension in organs. And when we remove these voltages, thin body is
usually straightened. This occurs for half a year or a year. This is a good technique to improve the
body in this area. She does not act very quickly, but this is a very important process that affects
health.
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